
 

The Age of Photography – Intentions and Transparency in Photographs 
  
Recent advances in technology along with printing techniques have allowed the fine art of photography to play an 
increasingly progressive role in the sphere of contemporary art.  Some of the images currently on display at the 
Tony Raka Art Gallery in Mas, Ubud allow observers unique opportunities to see the world anew. 
  
The exhibition, “The Age of Photography – Intentions and Transparency in Photographs”, which opened on the 
12th December, presents the work by leading Indonesian and expatriate professional and amateur photographers.  
Senior Indonesian curator Jim Supangkat brings together 29 photographers from Indonesia, America, Japan, 
Australia and Europe in an exhibition full of contrasts that both delights, as well as enthralls. 
  
Of special interest is the work by Swiss born engineer and soft ware developer Jiri Kudrna who has been 
experimenting with technology and photographic equipment for many years. Kudrna builds contraptions that are 
on the cutting edge of experimental technology which introduce new possibilities into this creative realm.   
  
On the opening evening of the exhibition Kudrna’s machine, that creates fantastic images that are a fusion of the 
four time space dimensions, housed within a dark room in the gallery allowed observers to participate within his 
unique procedure.  
  
In Kirdna’s words, the picture take process is a complex choreography between the photographer, model and 
machine with often almost unpredictable results.  Randomness is a desired and calculated part of the process. 
  
Indonesian photographer Sonia Prabowo, in her series of black and white images printed on paper, pays homage 
to the Hungarian pianist and composer Rezsx Seress, who’s 1933 song was dubbed the Hungarian suicide song.  
Entitled “Gloom Sunday”, Prabowo presents macabre images of an anorexic girl with extraordinarily long black 
hair set in haunting landscapes.  The title of each photo has been taken from the songs lyrics. On the one hand 
these images are unsettling, while at the same time a shinning example of the creative prowess of a brilliant artist. 
  
Polish photographer Jan Tyniec’s, who lives between Bali and the U.S presents black and white close up studies of 
Bonsai trees revealing extraordinary detail within compositions that the backgrounds are intentionally blurred and 
containing fascinating abstract forms. 
  
Well known international photographer and Ubud resident Rio Helmi’s works entitled “Eulogi” are powerful 
images focused on the sacred Mount Batur, the volcanic peak within the caldera at Kintamani.  He makes an 
important and poignant statement about Bali and its future. 
  
One of Indonesia’s finest contemporary painters Mangu Putra, born in Sangeh, Central Bali, has a natural talent 
for photography.  His three black and white images printed on paper and captured the camera on his Blackberry 
hand phone are not only excellent compositions, yet resonate with silent atmospheric verve.   
  
  
  
Tjahjadi Hartono presents abstract images in mixed media that have a quality that  
touches the senses. While the work by leading Indonesian photographer Oscar Motuloh, in particular “Scene #3:  
The Dam”, warrants special mention, as does Sjaiful Boen and his experimentation with media, and the images by 
Chusin Setiadikara. 
  
Leading Balinese photographer Komang ‘Totok’ Parwata has been exhibiting locally and internationally since 2000 
and is the founder of the Lingkar Bali Photography community, and his works are a highlight.  Perhaps the most 
beautiful work in the exhibition is by American photographer and artist James Wilkins.  
  
The Age of Photography – Intentions and Transparency in Photographs 
continues through to 12th December at the Tony Raka Art Gallery Mas, Ubud. 
 
  



Ask Komang 'Totok' Parwata, 2013 mixed media printed on 
canvas 

Jiri Kudrna, Self Potrait 2013 


